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Abstract
A quasiparticle concept [P.P. Sosenko, and V.K. Decyk. Physica Scripta
1993. 47, 258] is generalized for the case of non-uniformly magnetized
plasma. Exact and reduced continuity equations for the microscopic density in the quasiparticle phase space are derived, and the nature of quasiparticles is analyzed. The theory is developed for the general case of
relativistic particles in electromagnetic fields, besides non-uniform but
stationary magnetic fields. Effects of non-stationary magnetic fields are
briefly investigated also.

1. Introduction
Experimental observations of space and fusion plasmas provide evidence of a
complex plasma behaviour involving low-frequency (with respect to the cyclotron
frequency) fluctuations and effects of nonlinear interaction between them, and
necessitate fundamental knowledge of the latter. Progress in developing plasma
diagnostics enables one to determine much more detailed plasma characteristics
[1-3], while modern computers and numerical simulation techniques encompassing parallel computing make it possible to study plasmas for complicated realistic
conditions [4-6].
When low-frequency plasma motion is considered the reduction of the original
description employing explicitly the separation of time scales is facilitating both
for analytical and computational studies. Even with the rapidly increasing power
of computers, many important problems in plasma physics cannot be solved
with conventional particle-in-cell simulation techniques, which model plasmas
on the most basic lev i, using Maxwell's equations and Newton's law directly.
Problems such as r c .t ing a Tokamak for fusion energy research or modeling
the magnetospher ' ^ • pace plasma physics, have so large a range of space and
time scales that t! .e. _a culation is prohibitive on any forseeable computer. These
so called Grand C\ V.enge problems require a reduced description if they are to
be solved, where

\ly some of the physical processes are included (hopefully the

imp /rtant ones).
A general quK iparticle approach. [7-12] can be suggested for the description
of the magnetizec plasma. It enables one to introduce naturally quasiparticles
within the context of the microscopic plasma theory and to achieve reduction of
the description for low-frequency plasma processes. Thus, it becomes possible to
relate particles and quasiparticles.

TLe quasiparticle approach can be applied to develop the microscopic theory
of magnetized plasmas, and low-frequency phenomena in such plasmas. This
was done for the case of potential interaction between non-relativistic particles
in uniform and stationary external (background) magnetic fields [9]. Within the
context of the latter theory, the reduced Poisson law relates the self-consistent
electric field in the plasma to the quasiparticle density in the reduced phase space.
While the reduced theory is formulated up to arbitrary orders with respect to
a small parameter, the first-order approximation was considered in detail, and
some features of the second-order approximation were explained. For example,
polarization-drift interpretation of the density perturbation was analysed, as well
as nonlinear effects in the reduced Poisson law. It was argued that the description
of the effects nonlinear with regard to fluctuations requires going beyond the firstorder approximation in this equation. The reduced expression for the microscopic
particle flux was derived. The importance of the finite-Larmor-radius effects in
particle fluxes was demonstrated. It was shown that the conventional evaluation
of the fluctuation-induced particle flux does not take into account effects of the
finite Larmor radius correctly. The second-order approximation of the reduced
microscopic theory was introduced, as it enables one to explain polarization drift
of particles with regard to kinetic (finite-Larmor-radius) effects.
The global energy conservation law for the magnetized plasma can be also
investigated within the context of the qaasiparticle description. The reduced
conservation law was derived for low-frequency plasma motion [10]. Such law can
be applied to describe the plasma under the conditions of anomalous transport,
when the fluctuations and the fluctuation-induced relaxation of mean plasma
characteristics are essential. It makes possible to elucidate the role of polarization
particle drift in the overall energy balance. The microscopic expression for the

energy was obtained and its mean statistical value was calculated with regard
to both contributions from non-uniform mean plasma flows and the fluctuations.
The reduced conservation law yields also the sufficient stability conditions for
non-equilibrium plasmas and the conclusion about a possible global role of nonuniform mean flows in plasma stability and transport [10].
The purpose of this paper is to elaborate a quasiparticle approach for the
case of non-uniformly magnetized plasmas. Exact and reduced continuity equations for the microscopic density in the quasiparticle (reduced) phase space are
derived, and the nature of quasiparticles is analyzed. The theory is developed for
the general case of relativistic particles in electromagnetic fields (or any other additional force fields), besides non-uniform but stationary magnetic fields. Effects
of non-stationary magnetic fields are briefly investigated also.
In Sec. 2, the microscopic density in the particle phase space is introduced.
Sec. 3 deals with the microscopic density in the guiding-centre phase space defined by some formal transformation, the equations of guiding-centre motion are
derived, and an effective acceleration which takes into account non-uniformity
of stationary magnetic fields is found. Sec. 4 presents the microscopic density
in the quasiparticle phase space. Here, quasiparticles are introduced, and an exact microscopic continuity equation for the quasiparticle density is analyzed. In
Sec. 5, closure is considered, and the reduced theory is formulated to arbitrary
orders with respect to a small parameter. Sec. 6 contains a detailed analysis of
the first-order adiabatic approximation of the reduced theory. Sec. 7 specifies
guiding-centre tarnsformation, the effective acceleration and the guiding-centre
velocity. In this section, quasiparticle equations of motion in non-uniformly magnetized plasmas are derived, with the effects of non-uniform magnetic fields being
calculated explicitly. The case of potential particle acceleration is illuminated in

Sec. 8, where the renormalized and modified potentials are introduced. The
second-order adiabatic invariant is found in Sec. 9. In Sec. 10, the second-order
adiabatic invariant is used to find global adiabatic invariants. Sec. 11 relates the
plasma energy to the quasiparticle density, and deals with global conservation
properties. Sec. 12 introduces some basic equations which describe quasiparticle
kinetics and fluctuations in the system of many quasiparticles. Extensions of the
theory for the case of non-stationary magnetic fields are discussed in Sec. 13.
Sec. 14 contains summary.
Each section has its own numbering of equations, while for example, reference
in Sec. 4, Eq. (7.2), sends to Eq. 2 in Sec. 7.

2. Microscopic Density in Particle Phase Space
Let us consider a test-particle with the charge q and the rest mass m in
the external stationary but non-uniform (inhomogeneous and curved) magnetic
field B(r) = B(r)6(r), and in the fields of any other additional forces producing
particle acceleration a(r, r, t) . Particle trajectory { rp(t) , vp(t) } in the phase
space {r, v} is governed by the following equations of motion:
=

^ T

=

W ' ^

VO xfi(F,(f), vp(t)) + a(fp(t), vp(t)J) , (1)

where

Ö(r» = B(r) i- yjl - £ ,
fi(f, r) is the cyclotron frequency, which in the general case depends on the
particle position and the magnitude of its velocity, c is the speed of light in
the vacuum. The nature of additional forces can be arbitrary: there can be
self-consistent microscopic fields created by particles themselves and externally
imposed forces. For relativistic particles in electromagnetic fields:

a(r,v,t) = ±^\

-V1{E

+ vxB' - i v{v • É)} ,

(2)

where E is for electric fields, B' is for non-stationary magnetic fields.
The microscopic density for a test-particle in the phase space is introduced
as usual,
Fp{r, v, t) = S(f - fp(t)) 6(v - vp(t)) .

(3)

If a system of many charged particles, such as plasmas, is considered, then a
total microscopic distribution for a particular plasma species F = ^Z Fp > anc ^
it satisfies the same equation as Fp , but with a different initial condition.
One verifies the microscopic continuity equation:
( dt + v • V ) Fp + ds • { [ a(f,v,<) + v x Q(r,v) ] Fp } = 0 ,
for the particle density in the phase space.

(4)

3. Microscopic Density in Guiding-Centre Phase Space
In the case of uniform external magnetic fields [7], in order to allow for finiteLarmor-radius effects associated with the non-uniformity of the acceleration a
at scales compared to the particle Larmor radius, it was convenient to go to the
guiding-centre space according to the well known transformation.
Let us introduce formally a new dynamic variable Re instead of the particle
position rp:
& , ) ,

(1)

which from this point will be called just arbitrarily a guiding-centre position.
Relation (1) will be specified later, when necessary. And let us exploit the Frenet
triad (e.g. [13]) in a new space:
h = b(R) ,

JV = p{R) hdRh,

0 = hxN

,

(2)

where p(R) =| h • d% h | is the local radius of curvature, N is the unity vector
along the principal normal to a magnetic field line at a position R, and /? is the
unity vector along the binormal to a magnetic field field line at the same position.
One can change to dynamical velocity variables associated with a new space.
These are the parallel to b(Rc(t)) component v^c(t) of the particle velocity, and
the magnitude v±c(t) of the perpendicular component of the particle velocity,
or e±c = u^ c /2, where the components of the particle velocity are taken in the
guiding-centre space, and the gyroangle ac(t), which is counted from the principal
normal in the plane perpendicular to b(Rc(t)),
v\\c(t) = b(Rc(t))-vp(t),

v±c(t) = vp(t) - v]lc(t)b(Rc(t))

= vlc(t) [ cosac(t) N(Rc(t)) + sinac(t) P(Rc(t))} .

=
(3)

One can easily derive equations of motion for new dynamical variables:
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= hS

+ hv±xh

+ v±(Vds)h,

at
^

(5)
n

= vL-~a + V | | V X - { h x å - VdAh},
^

= -ft(Ä,«)-!/.

(6)
(7)

Here
v

=__L(Ä

x i

;x).{5

+

V l [

hxh - V d

R

v }

+ h { å- d(R,v)} (8)

is a frequency shift, an explicit expression for V = V(R,vpe±,a,t)

is not given

as a transformation (1) is not yet specified, for an arbitrary function Q{r,v,t) of
particle dynamic variables

Q = Q(R,vhe±,a,t)

= Q(r(R,v),v,t) ,

(9)

v = vy h + v± = U|| h + ux [ casa iV(Ä) + n'na
h = b{R) ,

ex = " i / 2 ,

2
v

= v\ + v\ ,

and all the quantities on the right-hand side of Eqs (5)-(8) are evaluated at the
instantaneous guiding-centre position in the phase space, R = Rc, vn = vnc,
C

X = cXc> a —ac after taking the derivative 8%.
Let us call Eqs (4)-(7) the equations of guiding-centre motion.
In order to have the structure of these equations as close as possible to the

equations of guiding-centre motion in uniformly magnetized plasma, one can try
to look for some effective acceleration A which takes into account non-uniformity
of external magnetic fields. Eqs (5)-(8) suggest the following expression for such
acceleration:

A = 5 + vx{d

- Q(R,v) } - Vdftv.

(10)

Then, the equations of guiding-centre motion obtain the necessary structure:

§

= v, ±.At-K.A,
^

%^^-fx-a.

= -n(R,v)-v,

v = -l.hxvj.-A.

(U)
(12)

Vj_

at

Now, the microscopic density F\. is introduced in the guiding-centre phase
space {Ä,U||,€j.,a}:
= 6(R - Rc(t))6(v\\ - v\]c(t))
(o - ac(t) + 2vn) .

(13)

Its time evolution is governed by the following continuity equation:

a K + dr{ vK) +dva ( A f i ) + a<x( ^ ( x ^ c ) - da{[Sl(R,v)

+ u ) F l )= 0 .

(14)

Non-uniform stationary magnetic fields hide in the guiding-centre velocity, which
is not yet specified, and in the effective acceleration, which determines the quantities J4||, A(X. and v. Besides, it is introduced explicitly by the position-dependent
cyclotron frequency.
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4. Microscopic Density in Quasiparticle Phase Space
According to approach [7], the exact microscopic density G in the quasiparticle phase space is introduced by means of the Fourier series with respect to the
gyroangle for the guiding-centre density,

^ - - F . ,

*m±;G,

(1)

as a gyroangle-independent part of the microscopic guiding-centre density. Similarly, one represents the accelerations and the frequency shift:
A =
n

Any quantity Q is represented by the Fourier series with the coefficients

Qn =

h

It is easy to derive the basic equations for the Fourier coefficients

from Eq. (3.14):
v ^

T ».tit }

n

T"

/

_j

\

jfc '

L

*M ^ n j J

""ll ^

||**1

**2 i

+ d(L [ ^(±ni-FB2 ] + inuniFn2 } = 0 ,

'

(4)

where Q = Q(R, v).
This equation for n = 0 yields an equation for the microscopic quasiparticle
density in a reduced phase space {R,vii,e±}:
dtG + dR • [ V0G ] + ar(|[ ApG ] + dlL[ AfL0G ] = 5 ,
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(5)

where the source term S allows for the effects of the other harmonics of the
guiding-centre density:

5 = -27r£[

d&

• ( VnF: ) + flL,( % F ; ) + 3«x( A<±nFZ ) ] .

(6)

It is necessary to specify initial conditions. Given the initial guiding-centre
position in the phase space, {Äc(*o),U||c('o)>«±c(*o),öc(<o)}, there is a corresponding initial value of the microscopic guiding-centre density. The initial value
of G is calculated from the latter:
) ,

(7)

where the initial guiding-centre position is related to the particle position and
the particle velocity by relation (3.1).
This initial condition is in accordance with the suggestion that G describes
a quasiparticle in a reduced phase space {R,v^,€j_} with the initial coordinates
Re , t>||c and e±c , related to the initial coordinates of the particle in the original
phase space.
If Gq is a microscopic density for one quasiparticle in the reduced phase
space, then the total microscopic quasiparticle density G = J2q Gq , and it satisfies Eq. (5), with the total guiding-centre density F' = ^2CF'C entering it.
The number of quasiparticles is equal to the number of guiding-centres and the
number of particles:
/ dRdv\\dej_ G =

/ dRdv\\de±da F1 =

I drdv F .

(8)

When the number of particles is conserved the number of quasiparticles is also
conserved. The conservation of quasiparticles has nothing to do with the specific
structure of Eq. (5) or its approximations. The exact equation for G (or any
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of its approximations) complies with the conservation properties of the original
continuity equation. The structure of this equation in the case considered implies
no local sources or sinks of paiticles and no factors producing random particle
motion (at the very basic level of description no information is lost yet). These
particle properties are not to be preserved in general.
Eq. (5) is an exact mi*,.oscopic equation for the quasiparticle density. If its
right-hand side is treated as given, then the general solution is the sum of the
solution G of the homogeneous equation:
dtG + dk-

[VoG] + dVn[ApG)

+ d(L[A(1oG]

= 0,

(9)

and the particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation. If the homogeneous
solution is specified to take into account the initial condition (7), then it can be
treated as a microscopic quasiparticle density, and

G(R,v{{,e±,t) = 6(R-R\(t))

S(v{l -v]k(t)) 6(e±-elg(t))

.

(10)

That is, the quasiparticle is pointwise (it is represented by a point in the reduced
phase space), and it is governed by the following equations of motion:
\

dT

.

= Vo

'

dT

== AA

w°'

de±g(t)

wdT

A( A
= =

"° °•

Here, the right-hand sides are evaluated at the point {Rq(t),

v^q(t),

of the reduced phase space. The quasiparticle has initially the same position,
parallel velocity and the magnitude of the perpendicular velocity as the original
guiding centre. Initial coordinates of the guiding centre and the particle are
related by Eq. (3.1). In general, two close particles can be represented by two
distant quasiparticles, and vice versa.
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5. Closure
Untill now, the theory is not closed, as the microscopic continuity equation for the quasiparticle density contains other harmonics of the guiding-centre
density as unknown quantities. The infinite set of harmonics provides complete
information on the gyroangle dependence within the context of exact microscopic
description. A closure should make it possible to relate guiding-centre (particle)
and quasiparticle plasma characteristics. As a result of closure, only incomplete
information on the gyroangle dependence can become available in the form of a
probability distribution.
Closure can be achieved under the following assumption:
Fn ~ A G ,

A «

1,

(1)

by means of expanding in powers of the small parameter A:
(2)
Then, the source term appears as an expansion in increasing powers of the small
parameter:

5 = f>(»

(3)

EE

After putting expansion (2) into Eq. (4.4), one finds the first iteration:

[Z>o + in(Sl + uo)]Fi1) =

= "h

[ inUnG

+ dA'(V»G) + V

A

\\«G ) + ftx( ^i«G ) ] ,

and recurrence relations for higher-order iterations:

{dr[
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VniF^ ] +

(4)

{ A^FJg } + dtL [ Ac^Fg
where for arbitrary quantity g =

] + invnxF$ } ,

(5)

g(R,v\\,e±,t),

b0 g = dtg + d& • [ VQg ] + dV]][
In the simplest approximation the influence of other harmonics on the time
evolution of the quasiparticle density is completely disregarded:
dtG + dr

[VoG] + dV]l[A\l0G] + d(±[A(^0G]

= 0,

K=±G,

(6)

with the initial condition (4.7). The discussion of quasiparticle nature and the
derivation of the quasiparticle equations of motion presented in Sec. 4 are also
appropriate in this case.
The guiding-centre density is not the delta-function of the point in the
guiding-centre phase space anymore, and its interpretation as a probability distribution is appropriate. After closure a part of information about the gyroangle, as well as about rapid variations of other coordinates, is lost. The reduced
guiding-centre distribution F' contains but incomplete information on gyroangle
dependence. An expansion of the phase-space point, which represents the guiding centre (or the particle), to a probability "cloud" occurs. The latter is a circle
actually, in the simplest case under consideration.
For simplicity, let us illustrate this point for the case of uniformly magnetized
plasma. Within the original exact description, a microscopic number density in
the physical space n(r,t) = / d v F = 6{r-rp{t)).

Meanwhile, taking into account

the guiding-centre transformation in the usual form R = r + v x b/Sl, one obtains
from Eq. (6):

n{r,t) = i - *(r,| - Rh{t)) 6\{rL - Rlg(t))2 - p\] ,
2TT
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(7)

where pi = v±q(t)/Q, is the particle Larmor radius. The latter equation enables
one to think about the probability circle of the radius pi moving in the physical
space with its plane being perpendicular to B, and its center being at the point
Rq(t). The probability to find the particle at any point of this circle is the same,
according to Eq. (7). In general, this probability circle can be distorted due to
the effects of harmonics. Eq. (7) predicts "visually observable" motion of the
probability circle with the velocity VQ, while the velocity of the particle calculated
from the reduced distribution in Eq. (6) is v^q(t) b.
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6. First-Order Approximation
In order to allow for perpendicular particle drift, it is necessary to consider the
first-order approximation, which involves the source term in the time evolution
of the quasiparticle density and the relevant contribution of harmonics into the
original distribution of guiding centres with regard to the first iteration:

Fn = FP , S = S« , K = f G + J e - ^ r f 1 .

(1)

Thus, the guiding-centre density in the phase space and the quasiparticle
density in the reduced phase space have been related.
Let us consider the adiabatic approximation, in which slowly evolving (as
compared to the cyclotron frequency) parts of all the quantities are of interest
only:
[ Do + invo ]Fn ~ A nil Fn .

(2)

In this approximation, Eq. (5.4) yields

äx) =
=

2^ft I inv*G

+ dR-(VnG)

(3)

+ dvn( A^G ) + dlL{ A(LnG ) ] .

After this expression is used to calculate the source term, one discovers that
the structure of the microscopic equation for the quasiparticle density remains
unchanged:
dtG + d& • [ VrG ] + dvn[ A]VG ] + dc±[ Ae±rG ] = 0 .

(4)

Here, the renormalized velocity and the renormalized accelerations are obtained
with regard to the effects of the source term:
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A

\\r = ^||0 ~ J ^ '" Al" '

Af r

± ~

Al

±°

n/0

n/0

where
=

[ ( A
{ v

+

A

Similarly, the renormalized vector acceleration can be introduced:

and for arbitrary Q(r, v, t) the renormalized (to the first order) quantity Qr is
defined as follows:

Qr = Qr(R,vhe±,t) = g 0 - J > Q! .

(8)

n/0

The preservation of the structure of the original continuity equation, but in
the reduced phase space, and the initial condition determine the nature of quasiparticles and their equations of motion. However, the structure of the original
continuity equation does not preclude in general the effects of random motion,
or local sources and sinks for quasipartides. These effects can be involved within
reduced theory approximations.
The solution of Eq. (4) with the initial condition (4.7) can be represented in
the form (4.10):
G(R,vpe±,i)

= 6(å-Rq(t))6(vll-vh(t))6(e1-e±q(t))

,

(9)

which suggests point quasiparticles governed by the equations of motion:

In order to elucidate the relation of renormalized (quasiparticle) quantities
to the particle, let us take an arbitrary function Q(f, v, t) of particle dynamical
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variables and derive a reduced expression for it. It is convenient to introduce the
following notations:

(...)*• = J drdv(...)Fp , (...),-, = JdRdvl{de±da(...)F^ ,
(...)G = J dRdv\{deL(...)G .

(11)

So,
Q{t) = Q(rp(t),vp(t),t)
=

(QQ)G

= (Q)F = (Q)F, =

+ 2

Then, the reduced expression follows immediately:

(Q)F = (QO)G + 2tff; 5 3 IdRdvnde^Q*nFiJ) .

(12)

In the adiabatic first-order approximation:
(Q)F

=

(QT)G

•

(13)

Clearly, Q(t) = QT(Rq(t),v\fa(t), e±q(t),t) if the quasiparticle is pointwise.
One can notice the following exact relations:
Rc(t) = (R)F, = (R)G ,
v

\\c(t) = (v\\)F' =

(V\\)G

,

v±c(t)

= (v±)F,

(14)
=

(v±)G

(and similar relations for any other functions of guiding-centre variables except
the gyroangle). That is, the guiding-centre position is exactly the average quasiparticle position, and in the reduced theory it is so to arbitrary orders in the
small parameter. Within the adiabatic approximation, when the quasiparticle is
pointwise, Rc(t) = Rq(t) : the quasiparticle and guiding-centre positions coincide. Similar relationship holds for the parallel velocities and the magnitudes of
the perpendicular velocities of the guiding centre and the quasiparticle.
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After taking into account Eq. (3) in Eq. (1), one finds that

* =h

G(1

" nr>

+

+ 4 , [ G ( i», - A||0 ) 1 + 3 ( i [ G ( A , i - A , j 0 ) ] } ,

(15)

which is the relation between the guiding-centre and the quasiparticle within the
adiabatic first-order approximation of the reduced theory.
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7. Specifying Transformation to Guiding-Centre Space
So far, relation (3.1) remains unspecified, and so do the guiding-centre velocity V, which appears in the microscopic continuity equations, and the effective
acceleration A. When external magnetic fields are uniform, the guiding-centre
transformation is well known: r = R — v x b/Sl. In the case of non-uniformly
magnetized plasma, one has some freedom. Without going into appropriate speculations, let us take one from the simplest choices:

r = R

1

vxb(R).

(1)

Then,

where £2 = Q(i2, v). This is an equation for the guiding-centre velocity. It is
convenient to transform it, with the effective acceleration being introduced:

Ji
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When the gradient of the magnetic field is small, because of either weak nonuniformity or a small strongly non-uniform part of the magnetic field, then a
small parameter associated with the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2)
can be introduced, and this equation can be solved by the method of iterations.
Eqs (2) and (3.10) can be used to calculate the guiding-centre velocity and the
effective acceleration to arbitrary orders of the small parameter.
If the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is assumed to be dominant,
while the other terms have magnitudes of the order A (other orderings are possible
in general), then
= W||

+ JJ

x

- vy
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Ä

ft

-(- ... ,

(4)

A = 5 + v x { ft - ft } - V|| ft • ö Ä v + ... .

(5)

Here, terms with the magnitude of the order A2 are not retained. These equations
yield explicitly the quasiparticle velocity,
VQ = vy ft + - A* x ft + ... ,

(6)

AQ = oo + UII ft x fto •+• { t?j_ x ft }o — WIIft• 9» ft - } - . . . ,

(7)

and the quasiparticle accelerations,

At±o = { v± • a }o — wi| ft • { vj_ x ft }o + ....

(9)

Thus, it is necessary to calculate fto and { v± x ft }o.
In order to do this, let us represent the magnetic field as a sum of the weakly
non-uniform part B3, which varies slowly in space, and the small part Bf with
fast space variations:
B = B, + Bf ,

Bf ~ A B, ,

(10)

ft = ft, + ft/ ,
B = B, +SBf , ft = ft, + Shf ,
where in approximation (10),
SBf = hs-Bf + ... ,

Shf = Bfl/Bt

+ ... .

After expanding the part with slow time variation, one gets:
B = BB -(- Bf - j:vLxh-dftBa
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+ ... ,

where in the last term on the right-hand side, B and h can be interplaced with
Bs and ha within the accuracy considered. Hence,
Bo = Ba + Bf0 ,

(11)

{ tfj. x fi } 0 = - — { uj. x [ UJ. x ha • #£ ] Bs }o + { v± x % } 0 + ... =
= - ej. ö Ä Iti5 + { wj. x ft, } 0 + ... .
Therefore, Eqs (7)-(9) yield:
Ao = ao — cj_ dft In Ba — vjj ha • d% ha +

+ v,! ( Ä3 x fi/o + fi/ x ha ) + { v x x Qf } 0 + ... ,
A||0 = h-Bo - ej_hadR

lnBa + ha • { v± x Öf } 0 + ... ,

(12)
(13)

= { v± • a } 0 + U||Ci Ä, • dR lnBa - vy Ä, • { «x x fi/ } 0 + ... . (14)
After substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (6), one derives a final approximate expression for the quasiparticle velocity:
-.

_

t7||

_

_

_

_

Vo = tig ha + -g. { Bf0 -h,h.'Bf0}
+ -^hax{e1dR

1

+ -50xh

lnBs + vj hadR ha } - i - { vL ha§f

-,

+
}0 + ... . (15)

The first term on the right-hand side describes quasiparticle streaming along
Ba. The second term introduces a magnetic drift velocity for the quasiparticle
with regard to finite-Larmor-radius effects, and the third term is the velocity of
quasiparticle drift motion in crossed fields with regard to finite-Larmor-radius
effects as well. The fourth term represents gradient-drift motion of the quasiparticle, while the fifth one allows for centrifugal-drift motion of the quasiparticle
(the curvature effect). Finally, the last term is due to finite-Larmor-radius effects
associated with space variations of the magnetic field Bf.
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The second term in Eq. (14) can be approximated as

therefore, the equation of motion for ej_, can be transformed:

5 if

=

TJ^~S]O

~ Y9Ks'{^x^fh

+

-•

This equation can be interpreted as the conservation law for the magnetic momentum.
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8. Potential Particle Acceleration
The particle equations of motion can include various physical effects, for
example friction or diffusion, or compressibility, etc. When the perpendicular
component of the additional acceleration can be described by a potential 0(f, v, t),
aL = VJ ,

(1)

then this acceleration does not affect time evolution of e± for the quasiparticle:
^

= «|| Ä-{ V-a Ä tTj. - t ? j . x Ö } 0 ,

(2)

because {v± • S}Q = 0. Here, for an arbitrary quantity q(R,v\\,e±,a,t), { q }„
means the n-order harmonic in its Fourier series,
{q}n=

± j d a q(R,Vll,e±,a,t)

eina .

Then, the magnitude of the perpendicular velocity of the quasiparticle evolves
in time due to non-uniformity of magnetic fields.
In the case of uniformly magnetized relativistic plasma, the magnitude of the
perpendicular velocity of the quasiparticle is an integral of motion (an adiabatic
invariant). This is also true for more general potentials, 0 = 0(r, v,vn,t).
Let us consider the case of uniformly magnetized plasma in more detail following [7, 10]. One immediately notices that in the lowest-order approximation,
the perpendicular component of the reduced acceleration is also described by a
potential,
oj.0 = dR± Bo + ... , 0 = 0(r,v,vn,t).

(3)

That is, the potential of the reduced acceleration and the reduced potential of
the acceleration coincide in this approximation.
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Now, let us consider the first-order adiabatic approximation, but limit ourselves to the non-relativistic limit, and 9 = &(r,t). In this case,

where one takes into account that
Vn = - \

{b X V • dR 9 }„ = - { fi d(j

}n = - « dtjn ,

atjLn = { v i dR e } n = - { n dae }„ = inn en,

(5)

and the flow Vn is incompressible, dR • Vn = 0, as a consequence of the property
(8) (see below). The relation between the guiding centre and the quasiparticle
takes this form:

(ö,-a,0) *,<?]}.

(6)

Eq. (6.7), in which
1

= éi ( °l-*l +^B ^ ) - Ö» ö'x - | ^ ,

(7)

yields the following expression for the reduced accelerations:
S

'± ~ dR± 6m '

a

<ir = ° •

(8)

± *

(9)

Here, the modified potential appears:
2

n

) . b } ,

or

( 9 - 8o )22 -

^

a[dn(0
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-

90)]xb

In the first-order adiabatic approximation, the renormalized value of the perpendicular component of the acceleration appears to be potential as in the lower
order. Therefore, the magnitude of the perpendicular velocity of the quasiparticle remains to be an integral of motion in the adiabatic first-order approximation,
and the continuity equation for the quasiparticle density simplifies:
(dt + VT-V

+ a|,r0V||)G = 0 .

(10)

Here
Vr = V||6 + ^bxar

.

(11)

That is, when relativistic effects are disregarded, and the perpendicular component of the particle acceleration is governed by a potential 9 = 0(r, t), a = V0,
then the reduced value of the perpendicular acceleration component is also governed by the potential, which is 6m in Eq. (9). Another consequence of potential acceleration is that the magnitude of the perpendicular velocity of the
quasiparticle is an adiabatic invariant, and the quasiparticle density satisfies the
Liouville-type equation.
However, Eq. (6.8), where /„ has the form (7), yields the following result for
the reduced potential,

er = ft, + £ { d ( L |e n | 2 + - i j ( d k e n ) x
That is, the potential of the reduced acceleration is not equal to the reduced
potential of the original acceleration.
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9. Second-Order Quasiparticle Adiabatic Invariant
The significance of the difference between the renormalized and modified
potentials was investigated in [10], within the context of global energy conservation, and it was shown that it is related to the second-order adiabatic invariant,
associated with quasiparticle motion.
The second-order approximation of the reduced description takes into acc(2)

count the second-order iterations Fn of harmonics of the guiding-centre density.
Then, it becomes possible to treat the polarization drift of particles in nonstationary force fields, as well as its modification in strongly non-uniform force
fields due to the finite-Larmor-radius effects [9, 10]. Within this approximation,
the conservation of the magnitude of the particle (quasiparticle) perpendicular
velocity is violated.
Let us give a simpler but at the same time more general derivation of the
second-order adiabatic invariant, without relying on the law of global energy
conservation in the plasma.
First of all, one can use exact relations of the type (6.14) for the part of the
particle kinetic energy associated with perpendicular motion:

Therefore, time evolution of this quantity within any approximation of the reduced theory could be found by taking the ex-moment of the microscopic equation (4.5) for the quasiparticle density, in which the reduced expression (5.3) for
the source term enters. This requires to consider the second-order iterations F« '.
An easier way to achieve the same goal is to transform a bit the time derivative of the interesting quantity, before taking into account explicitly equations of
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the reduced theory:
a(r±p(t)) = (v±.5(r,t))F

V

= -

=

/ drdv d v± • VFP ,

(1)

where integration by parts over r has been carried out. Then, the microscopic
continuity equation (2.4) for Fp can be taken into account:
jt

= -

ldrdv6vL-VFp

= Idrdv B ( dt +v\\b-V)Fp

=

= I drdv { dt (9FP) - Fp ( dt + vy b- V ) 6 } =
(2)
where integration by parts over f has been carried out again.
Now, it becomes especially convenient to go to the gu;ding-centre space,
|

<ei)G = j t (0)F> - ((dt +tj, b- V )

~6)F,

(3)

(this is an exact equation), and then to the quasiparticle space by means of expansion (5.2). The lower-order contribution from this expansion to the right-hand
side of Eq. (3) is non-vanishing already. Therefore, it is sufficient to approximate F'c as in Eq. (6.1), and the property (6.13) can be exploited immediately
to transform Eq. (3):
Jt

(CI)G

=

Jt

{6r)G

~

<( dt

+U

» ?'ÖÄ

} 6m)G

'

(4)

qs (dt9)r = dtOm, and (V0)r = d^Bm. The right-hand side of the latter equation
is transformed by means of integrating by parts over R:
=

jf (Or - B m ) G +

I d R d V ] A t L 6m(dt
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+vl]b-d&)G .

Eq. (8.10) is used to find that the last term on the right-hand side vanishes:
I dRdv^deL

6m (dt

+v{\b-dR)G

= - I dRdv\\de± 9m VT • dR±G

= (Vr-Srl)G

=

=

0.

Thus, Eq. (4) takes the final form

jt

j

t

- em)G ,

(5)

which introduces the quantity
sq = {e± + 9m - 6T)G ,

(6)

associated with one quasiparticle, as a second-order adiabatic invariant. For a
point quasiparticle, ej_ + 9m — 9T is invariant along the quasiparticle trajectory
in the reduced phase space.
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10. Global Adiabatic Invariants
For the system of many charged particles with the self-consistent microscopic
electric field É = — V $ , the quasiparticle invariant (9.6) is rewritten as
(mei + q (* r - * m ) ) c •

(1)

One can sum up such quantities for all quasiparticles in order to consider a global
adiabatic invariant, associated with particle motion across the magnetic field:

5 = £<me x + q (# r - *m))G ,

(2)

where the summation is over all quasiparticles. This expression can be transformed after the explicit forms of the potentials $ r and $ m are taken into account
and integration by parts is carried out:

S = K± + J ^ 4 ^ IdRdv\\deLda [ tf d(i_G -

(3)

K± = £<™±>G

(4)

where

is the part of the kinetic energy of particles, associated with their perpendicular
motion,

I = *(R-^vxb,t)

- $o.

(5)

Let us introduce the total quasiparticle density Ga for a particular plasma
species a,
Ga ^
where summation is over quasiparticles from the plasma species a, with the same
charge qa and mass m 0 . Then, invariant (3) takes this form:
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S = K± +Y, ^ ~ J dRdv\\de±da [ fö df± Ga 1 ~ f
~ ft2 ^° /

'b

(7)

x

where the quantity <f>a depends on plasma species as the cyclotron frequency
enters its definition (5).
One could be interested in the mean statistical value of the global invariant
(7). In order to find it, the quasiparticle density, the potential, and other quantities are represented as sums of the mean statistical value and the fluctuation,
Ga = (Ga) + 6Ga ,

* = (*) + Si ,

... ,

(8)

and the following approximations are used:
SGa ~ AGa ,

A«

dR(Ga) ~ ds6Ga ,

1,

(*) ~ Si .

(9)
(10)

Then, after statistical averaging of expression (7), one obtains:
(5) = (Äi) +
+ y

(11)

—**— / dRdv«deLda [ Ua)2 + ((Sj>a)2) ] df.(Ga) .

a

a

When the condition, which is usually associated with no instability sources
in the velocity space,
dlL(Ga)

< 0,

(12)

holds, invariant (11) is not definite-positive. This feature has important implications for energy exchange between particles and fields, as both terms in Eq.
(11), one of which is associated with the particles, while another with the fields,
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can grow or diminish simultaneously only. When parallel particle motion is disregarded, the excitation of electric fields cannot occur due to decrease of the
particle kinetic energy.
Thus, inequality (12) can be taken as a sufficient condition of non-equilibrium
plasma stability, with regard to kinetic and nonlinear effects. It is clear, that
instability might be associated with small-scale motion only, for which the typical
size is comparable to particle Larmor radii. This follows from the observation
that the contribution from large-scale motion in (11) is negative, as it equals to

Here n 0 is a non-perturbed number density for a particular plasma species.
Invariant (11) suggests also that the only possible mechanism for decrease of
the kinetic energy might be cascade of electric field oscillations from large scales
to small scales. And vice versa, inverse cascade of electric field oscillations results
in increase of the particle kinetic energy, and, if the total energy in the system
is conserved, in decrease of the electric field energy.
Let us analyze effects of parallel particle motion, and consider the relevant
part of the kinetic energy:
Tnv

n

Then, condition (12) is not sufficient for plasma stability as excitation of electric
field oscillations can be possible at the expense of the kinetic energy due to
parallel particle motion. The time variation of the statistical mean value of the
latter quantity:

(K)

J > JdRdv\\dtL

V|,
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[ (Ellr)(Ga) + (SEllrSGa) } .

(15)

In the approximation of weak plasma inhomogeneity along the external magnetic field, when
V||($) ~ AV||£* ,

(16)

the contribution from the first term in the integrand of Eq. (15) is negligible,
while one can use the continuity equation for quasiparticles,
{ dt + Vr-dR }6Ga = - ^ - 6E\\r 5,,, (Ga) - 6VT-dk{G) + (6Vr-dR6Ga),

(16)

to calculate i;he correlation function (6E\\T8Ga)- The last term on the righthand side of the latter equation does not contribute, and the contribution from
the second term can be disregarded under the assumption that either the mean
quasiparticle distribution function is homogeneous or the mean plasma fijws
dominate during the evolution of the quasiparticle distribution function ( SV ~
A(F) ). Then, Eq. (14) can be integrated in time, which introduces another
global adiabatic invariant:

associated with particle motion along the magnetic field.
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11. Global Energy Conservation
The invariant (9.6) can be used to derive a global energy conservation law [10].
For the system of many charged particles with the self-consistent microscopic
electric field É = — V $ , the total energy W is represented as the sum of the
electric field energy,

±fÉ>,

(1)

and the kinetic energy of particles:

W = WE + J3 \ (mv2)F = WE + £ { ±m(«J + 2eL) )G ,

(2)

where summation is over all quasiparticles. From Eq. (9.6):

W = S + WE + £ < i mv\ + q(*m - * r ) )G .

(3)

Now, the mean, statistical value of the plasma energy:

= (S) + (WE) + £ < ( \mv\ + g(*m - #r) >o ) ,

(4)

where

(WE) = ±Jdr[(É)2

+ ((6É)2)}

(5)

is the statistical mean value of the electric field energy.
For conditions (9) and (10),

(W) = (5) + (WE) + £ < ( \mav\ )Ga ) -

I diWundcxda [ (<f>a)

+ ( ( ^ a ) ) ] 5tx(^ a ) *

This equation determines the mean energy of the plasma with both mean
flows and fluctuations. It is in accordance with the result [14, 15], derived for
the collisionless plasma (in the Vlasov approximation). Eq. (6) can be applied
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(^)

under conditions of anomalous plasma transport, when fluctuations are essential,
as well as fluctuation-induced changes in the mean plasma characteristics (such
as the density, the velocity, the temperature).
If the mean energy is conserved and parallel particle motion can be disregarded in the energy balance, then the following quadratic functional of electric
fields is an invariant of motion:
= Sir (WE)

-

— / —~ / dRdvude±da [ (<j>a)2 + ((6<f>a) ) ] df,(Ga)
^—' m o J
"

•

a

When the condition (10.12) holds, this functional is definite-positive. This supports the interpretation of the latter condition within the context of plasma
stability.
According to Eqs (7) and (10.12), the level of mean oscillations and fluctuations of the electric field is limited, and the kinetic energy of particles cannot
decrease due to excitation of electric field oscillations. Also, simultaneous cascade of electric field oscillations to large and small scales is possible only, as
unidirectional cascade would violate energy conservation.
Another consequence is that for a fixed value of the mean energy, the level
of fluctuations (and hence, as it can be expected, the level of fluctuation-induced
transport) will be lower in the plasma with developed non-uniform mean flows.
It is to be noted, that similar phenomena seem to be observed in the toroidally
confined plasmas under the conditions of improved confinement (H-mode) or
transition to such confinement, when near the plasma edge there emerge zonal,
poloidal, particle flows. The latter is some kind of a barrier for the fluctuationinduced radial particle fluxes. According to energy conservation, such flows can
affect the plasma not only locally, but their stabilizing influence on the whole
35

(7)

plasma volume is possible.
For conditions, when the adiabatic invariant (10.18) exists,

(HO = (S) + P + (WE) -

(8)

Therefore, conditions (10.12) and
G.> < 0

(9)

are sufficient conditions for non-equilibrium plasma stability, with regard to kinetic and nonlinear effects.
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12. Quasiparticle Kinetics and Fluctuations
Let us consider a system of many charged particles, such as the plasma,
and d corresponding system of quasiparticles with the microscopic distribution
function

G — £2 Gp > when additional force fields contain a self-consistent

microscopic part associated with particles themselves. The relation between the
particle (guiding-centre) density in the phase space and the quasiparticle density
in the reduced phase space makes it possible to relate self-consistent fields to the
quasiparticle density.
In order to describe fluctuations in the system of quasiparticles, one can apply
a statistical approach and formulate an infinite hierarchy of equations for quasiparticle correlation functions, similar to the Boholiubov-Born-Green-KirkwoodYvon hierarchy for the particle correlation functions. The first equation of the
hierarchy is for the statistical mean value (G) = g of the microscopic quasiparticle distribution G = g + Sg , where (Sg) = 0 by definition. For simplicity,
the kinetic equation for quasiparticles is presented in the adiabatic first-order
approximation:

dtg + dr

\{VT)g) + ft,
= (DR) g = - (6DR 6g) ,

(1)

where
(6DRSg)

= dR-(6Vr6g)

+ dV{](SA^Sg) + d(x(6A^T6g)

,

(2)

and there are contributions to (Vr), (^4iir), (AlLT) due to fluctuations,

(Qr) = (Qo) - £ [ (In) (Q*n) + («2. « £ ) ] .

(3)

The effects of quasiparticle collisions anf fluctuation-induced relaxation can be
described in terms of low-frequency incoherent fluctuations in the plasma due to
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stochastic motion of individual quasipartides, and collective fluctuations. The
theory can be extended to allow for high-frequency incoherent and collective
fluctuations.
In the case of potential interaction between particles and uniform magnetic
fields, when the additional acceleration is due to self-consistent electric fields,
É = -V$:

= 0 , a,r = - ^ bdjpn , VT = vfi + -| 6 x ^ * m . (4)
Equations for quasiparticle correlation functions can be derived from the
nonlinear equation for fluctuations:
DRSg - {6DR Sg) = -SDRg
= -dk-[6VTg]

- dVn[6Al]Tg]

=

- d(L[6AlLT

(5)
g] .

In the linear with regard to fluctuations approximation:
DR

~

(DR)

,

Sg ~

- (DR)-1

SDR g .

(6)

If collisions are disregarded, as well as fluctuation-induced relaxation of the
mean quasiparticle distribution function,
dt9 + dR- {(Vr)g}

+ ft, [ (A\]r)g

] + ftA l ( A ( i r ) g }

= 0 ,

(7)

where

(Qr) a (Qo) - £</„> (<K) •

(8)

This is the kinetic equation for quasiparticles in the self-consistent field approximation (Vlasov-type kinetic equation), various limiting cases of such equation were derived, and analyzed analytically and via computational models [1627].
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13. Non-Stationary Magnetic Field
It is possible to generalize above results for the case of non-stationary magnetic fields, B = B(f,<), when the local reference frame (IVenet triad) becomes
time dependent, as do the local radii of curvature and torsion. Tho transformation to the guiding-centre space can be taken also with explicit time dependence:
rp = r , ( i i f , , i ) .

(1)

In fact, one could include all the magnetic fields into ft in particle equations of
motion, putting B' = 0 in Eq. (2.2).
These features can be taken into account by substituting formally in Eqs
(3.5M3.8),
VdR

-> dt + Vdk,

(2)

and setting

v = vu h + v± = V|| h + uj_ [ cosa N + sina ft ] ,
h = h(R,t) , N = N(R,t) , $ = p(R,t) .

(3)

Then, all the quantities on the right-hand side of Eqs (3.5)-(3.8) are evaluated
at the instantaneous guiding-centre position in the phase space, R = Rc, v» =
u

||o el

= c

lc>

a = a

ci after taking the derivatives 3% and dt. The effective

acceleration A with regard to non-stationary magnetic fields follows in the form
(3.10), with substitution (2) being carried out:
A = S + vx{å

- Ö(R,v,t)}

- (dt + Vdp)v.

(4)

It is to be noted, that the equations (4.11) and (8.2) for the time evolution of
£j.9 (and V||9) remain formally unchanged as { dt v± }o = 0. In these equations,
non-stationary magnetic fields can enter through the guiding-centre velocity, only.
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If the transformation to the guiding-centre space is specified similar to (7.1),

r = R

=3

vxb(R,t) ,

(5)

fl(ÄM)
then, all the equations in Sec. 9 could be extended to include non-stationarity
of magnetic fields by means of the formal substitution (2), or
v\\h - dR h -> ( of + »||£ • dR ) h

(6)

(see Eqs (7.4), (7.5), (7.7), (7.12), and (7.15)).
For example, the equation for the guiding-centre velocity modifies like this:
V

= v h + - A x h

where 0, = U(R,v,t).

- ( d i + V - d ) **X€

(7)

Eq. (7.6) is not changed formally. The conservation law

(7,16) remains unaffected, and so does expression (7.13). At the same time, the
additional term, — v\\dth, appears on the right-hand side of expression (7.12) for
the reduced acceleration, and the additional term, (v\\/Sl)hxdth, is to be accepted
on the right-hand side of expression (7.15) for the quasiparticle velocity.
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14. Summary
The basic quantities of the theory is the microscopic density in the particle
phase space, and the microscopic density in the guiding-centre phase space, which
can be introduced by some formal transformation.
The equations of guiding-centre motion are derived, and an effective acceleration which takes into account non-uniformity of stationary magnetic fields is
found without specifying explicitly the guiding-centre transformation.
The microscopic density in the quasiparticle phase space is introduced, and an
exact microscopic continuity equation for the quasiparticle density is formulated.
The point quasiparticles are introduced within its context.
Closure is suggested, and the reduced theory is formulated to arbitrary orders
with respect to a small parameter. The detailed analysis of the adiabatic firstorder approximation of the reduced theory in carried out, basic equations and
relations of this approximation are derived, with a guiding-centre transformation
being yet unspecified.
A simple form of guiding-centre tarnsformation is suggested, and the equation
for the guiding-centre velocity is derived. The quasiparticle equations of motion
in non-uniformly magnetized plasmas are derived, with the effects of non-uniform
magnetic fields being calculated explicitly.
The case of potential particle acceleration is illuminated, and the renormalized and modified potentials are introduced. The significance of the difference
between them is explained, as it is shown to determine the second-order adiabatic
invariant.
The second-order adiabatic invariant is used to find global adiabatic invariants associated with particle kinetic energy, and to relate the plasma energy to
the quasiparticle density. Global conservation properties are analyzed and suf-
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ficient conditions of non-equilibrium plasma stability with regard to kinetic and
nonlinear effects are obtained.
Some basic equations which describe quasiparticle kinetics and fluctuations
in the system of many quasiparticles are formulated.
Extensions of the theory for the case of non-stationary magnetic fields is
suggested.
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